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saansein (transl.breaths) is a 2016 indian hindi-language heartfelt blood and gore movie coordinated
by rajiv s ruia and delivered by goutam kumar jain. it stars rajneesh duggal, sonarika bhadoria, hiten

tejwani, and neetha shetty.[1] the film was delivered on 25 november 2016. starring rajniesh
duggall, sonarika bhadoria with hiten tejwani, neetha shetty in pivotal roles supported well by vishal
malhotra, amir dalvi, saansein is directed by rajiv s ruia. saansein is produced by goutam jain and
vivek agarwal under the banner gpa productions. lyricsbogie contains hindi songs lyrics from all

latest and old bollywood movies, tv shows, albums with details about singers, directors, lyricists and
more. we have biggest collection of hindi songs lyrics & punjabi songs lyrics, so you can search your
favorite songs lyrics by movies names, by artist names, by music directors and lyricists. saansein -

the last breath, is a good time killer, which would suffice for a few hours, and that is what it does. the
movie is watchable, with its few horror elements at the end, the film is definitely watchable. rajniesh
with his work here, has made a better watchable horror film than what he did in namaste england. it
is very difficult to put the plot of this film in words, and i am happy to share a few with you. the story
is somewhat interesting, and could have been more engaging. vishal, echoes this sentiment when he
calls the movie a formulaic tribute to old ramsey brothers horror movies. the movie has the old mix
of punar janam, possessed lover, and some tantra mantra exhibited with an array of horror effects

like flickering light bulbs, and blue light.
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the story of saansein is a simple one with an extremely simple plot. it basically revolves around the
life of shirin (sonarika bhadoria) who is an astounding and prominentsinger at one of mauritius' best-
known clubs. her beauty undoubtedly attracts a lot of visitors of the club, but shirin does not meet

anyone. to everyone's surprise, she disappears mysteriously every night as soon as her performance
is over. however, while making an attempt to follow one of her stalkers even meets with a horrible
fate. the movie is best watched in a theatre where you can enjoy the movie with your friends and
family. the movie has scary moments, especially at the end, that will send chills down your spine.

the story of saansein is a simple one with an extremely simple plot. it basically revolves around the
life of shirin (sonarika bhadoria) who is an astounding and prominentsinger at one of mauritius' best-
known clubs. her beauty undoubtedly attracts a lot of visitors of the club, but shirin does not meet

anyone. to everyone's surprise, she disappears mysteriously every night as soon as her performance
is over. however, while making an attempt to follow one of her stalkers even meets with a horrible
fate. you will see the ghosts in the movie. they do not come in the foreground, but when the story

demands it, they appear. they are scary and look real. they are not as scary as they are in the horror
movies but are good for a few laughs. the ghost in the movie is the familiar one of all the ghost

movies, the horny one. saansein: the last breath, also translated as the last breath, is the perfect
way to describe the movie which deals with the topic of cancer and its impact on the family. there

are some serious issues that are explored in the movie and it would definitely be worth your time to
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